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Abstract 
Fleming-Viot processes and Dawson-Watanabe processes are two classes of “superprocesscs” 
that have received a great deal of attention in recent years. These processes have many prop- 
erties in common. In this paper, we prove a result that helps to explain why this is so. It 
allows one to prove certain theorems for one class when they are true for the other. More 
specifically, we show that product moments of a Fleming-Viot process can be bounded above 
by the corresponding moments of the Dawson-Watanabe process with the same “underlying 
particle motion”, and vice versa except for a multiplicative constant. As an application. 
we establish existence and continuity properties of local time for certain Fleming-Viot 
processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Fleming-Viot processes are probability-measure-valued Markov processes that arise 
as diffusion approximations for many Markov chains in population genetics. These 
processes were introduced by Fleming and Viot (1979) and have been studied by 
Dawson and Hochberg (1982) and others. See Ethier and Kurtz ( 1993) for a re- 
cent survey. To define such a process, let E be a locally compact separable met- 
ric space (representing the set of alleles or “types” in genetics applications), and 
let Y(E) denote the set of Bore1 probability measures on E with the topology of 
weak convergence. Let A be the generator of a Feller semigroup on C?(E ), the space 
of continuous functions on E vanishing at infinity. The Fleming-Viot process with 
mutation operator A (or the A-FV process) is a Y(E)-valued Markov process with a 
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generator given by 
(1.1) 
where S~(,n)/S~(x) = lim,,o+ E-‘{(p(n + E&J - (P(U)} and 6, E p(E) denotes 
the unit mass at x E E. Its domain can be taken to be g(yFV) = {‘p : q&u) s 
F((y,f~),...,(~,fk)),F~C*(R~),fl,...,fk •~(A),k31},where(~,f) =J,fh. 
Dawson-Watanabe processes are finite-measure-valued Markov processes that arise 
as high-density limits of systems of branching and diffusing particles. They were in- 
troduced by Watanabe (1968) and Dawson (1975), and have since been studied by 
many others. One can consult Fitzsimmons (1988) for the construction and various 
characterizations of these processes. See Dawson (1993) for a recent survey. One way 
to define a Dawson-Watanabe process is as follows. Let E and A be as above, and 
let &f(E) denote the set of finite positive Bore1 measures on E with the topology 
of weak convergence. The Dawson-Watanabe process with motion operator A (or the 
A-DW process) is an &f(E)-valued Markov process with generator given by 
WDWd@) = ; / il(dx)$$) + J’p(dx)A ($&,x,; 
E E 
(1.2) 
with g(TDW ) defined similarly to g( TFV), except that C2(Rk) is replaced by Cz(Rk ). 
Give Sz = C,y(E)[O, co) and E = C. H,(EJ[O, co) the topologies of uniform convergence 
on compact sets, and let F and 9 denote the respective Bore1 a-fields. Let {X,, t >, 0) 
and { Yt, t > 0} be the canonical coordinate processes on 0 and 2, respectively, and 
put .Fr = cr{Xs : Odsdt} and 5!?t = o{Ys : Odsdt}. 
There is an alternative characterization of the two processes that also suggests a close 
relationship. The A-FV process starting at ,U E g(E) is the unique solution Pb E 9(Q) 
of the following martingale problem: (a) P,{Xo = p} = 1, and (b) for each f E 9(A), 
(Gf) - $(Xdf) d s is an {4,}-martingale on (Q,F,P,) with quadratic variation 
$((&, f *) - (X,, f)*) ds. The A-DW process starting at ,U E JZ~(E) is the unique 
solution Q, E p(E) of the following martingale problem: (a) Q,{ YO = ,u} = 1, and 
(b) for each f E .9(A), ( Yt, f) - sof (&, A f) ds is a {?Jt }-martingale on (E:, 3, Q,) with 
quadratic variation s,‘( Y,,, f *) ds. 
Not only are the two processes characterized similarly, but they have a number of 
properties in common as well. For example, when E = Rd and A = i Ad, which corre- 
sponds to d-dimensional Brownian motion, then both processes have jointly continuous 
(in time and space) densities if d = 1 (Konno and Shiga,l988; Reimers, 1992) and are 
singular at time t for all t > 0 if d 32 (Dawson and Hochberg, 1979, 1982; Perkins, 
1988). Furthermore, if d >2, the Hausdorff dimension of the supports at time t is 2 
for all t > 0 (Dawson and Hochberg, 1979, 1982; Zahle, 1988). 
A better understanding of the above similarities can be obtained from the work of 
several authors. Donnelly and Kurtz (1995a,b) showed how to construct A-FV and A- 
DW processes as empirical measures for certain interacting particle systems. Etheridge 
and March ( 1991) and Perkins (1991) proved that, roughly speaking, an A-DW process 
conditioned to have total mass 1 is an A-FV process. Konno and Shiga (1988) obtained 
an A-FV process from an A-DW process via a random time change and normalization; 
here ,i differs from n’, however. 
Our goal in this paper is to provide a way to compare A-FV and il-DW pro- 
cesses (with the same A) that is helpful in proving detailed sample path proper- 
ties. In the notation introduced above, we work with product moments of the form 
E’“[(X,,,J‘,)‘..(X,~,,J’,)l and Eet’[(K ,.f’l) .‘.(Y ,,,. f’,,)] for ~),l, 0 < !I < ... <tt,,. 
,f’l,. . f,, E B(E) (the space of bounded Bore1 functions on E), and appropriately 
chosen p. When proving sample path properties, it is often the case that one needs 
good bounds on a number of these moments; in some cases, all of the moments are 
needed. 
For Dawson-Watanabe processes, Dynkin (1988) has systematized the above mo- 
ment:< in terms of directed binary graphs. The formulas one gets are quite cumber- 
some (especially when n is not small), but there are techniques for dealing with 
them. In the Fleming-Viot case, we will use the dual process to obtain a simi- 
lar (but slightly more complicated) systematization of the moments in terms of ccr- 
tain “coalescent diagrams.” The main theorem on comparing moments is the 
following. 
E"'[(X,,,.f'l)...(X,,,f,)]~EB,[(Y I,,, f,)...(r  ,,.,f’,,)]. (1.3) 
(b) [f’p E i/f(E) Icitl7 p(E) > 0, tlzcn 
Ea~~[W,.,fd . (Y,,,.fn)l~C,l(f,i-,,~)EP"[(x,,.~,) .. (xr ,,,, f‘,i)], (1.4) 
As a consequence, we have that any result about the A-DW process that can be 
proved by bounding moments of the above types will automatically hold for the A-FV 
process, and vice versa. 
The bound in part (a) is perhaps the most useful since moment bounds for DW 
processes are already known and, as noted above, FV moments are a bit more compli- 
cated. It is this bound that will allow us to prove existence and continuity properties 
of local time for certain FV processes. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we obtain a moment 
formula for FV processes using dual processes and coalescent diagrams. In Section 3 we 
describe Dynkin’s moment formula for DW processes and prove Theorem I. 1. Section 
4 contains the applications to local time of FV processes, and Section 5 provides the 
proofs of these results. 
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2. Moment formula for FV processes 
For the remainder of this paper, the only superprocess generator we will deal with 
is _YFv. To simplify notation, we simply write 9 for this operator from now on. 
In the notation of the preceding section, we are interested in product moments of 
the form 
EPil[(x,,,f,)...(X,,,f,)l, (2.1) 
wheren>l,O <tl<...<tn, fl,...,, fnrl?(E),and~~E(E). 
For this we recall the function-valued dual process introduced by Dawson and 
Hochberg (1982). For each k32 and 1 <i < j <k, we define $) : B(l?‘) + B(Ek-‘) 
by letting Qij;‘k be the function obtained from h by replacing xi by xi and renumbering 
the variables xi+ 1, . . . , xk: 
($)h)(x, )  .  . . ,nk- 1) = h(x, ,..., xj_l,xi,_xj ,..., xk-_l). (2.2) 
For example, (@$~‘h)(xt,x2) = h(xt ,x1 ,x2). For each k 3 1, let ACk) be the generator of 
the semigroup {Tk(l)} on B(Ek) given by 
Tk(t)h(X,,...,Xk) = .” J’ J’ h(y~ >. . > Yk ) P&I, dyl>. . Pt(Xk, dyah E E (2.3) 
where P,(x,d~l) is the transition function for the mutation process with generator A. 
Now, for each k 3 1, h E B(Ek), and p E 9(E), we define qh E B(P(E)) and 
qp E B(B(Ek)) by 
(Phb) = bk4 = a(h)> (2.4) 
where pk denotes the k-fold product measure p x . . x p, and (pk, h) = SEA h dpk. We 
observe that, for each k 3 1 and h E 9(Ack)), qh belongs to the domain of the closure 
?? of _Y and 
@(ph)(p) = c ((pk-‘,@f;)h) - (pk>h), +  (pk>A’k’h). (2.5) 
I<icjSk 
The dual Markov process assumes values in 
A?= cB(Ek) (2.6) 
k=l 
and has generator _Y# satisfying 
@%h)bu) = W%Jh). (2.7) 
By (2.5), this is a process that jumps from h E B(Ek) to $'h E B(Ek-‘) at rate 1 
(1 <i < ,j < k). Between jumps it moves deterministically from h E B(E”) to Tk(t)h E 
B(Ek) in time t. 
Let us be more explicit about this process. Let Az, Aj.. . . be independent exponential 
random variables with E[/lk] = l/(i), and put At s 00. Let Us, U,,. . be independent 
discrete random variables (and independent of 112, A3,. .) with P{ uk = (i,j)} = l/(;), 
1 <i < j 6 k, and define the sequence Tz, T3,. . of independent random operators by 
I?/; := Cpi”,‘. Then, given m 3 1 and y E B(P), we define the dual process {Z,(t). f >O} 
starting at c/ by 
z,(t) = Tk(f - &+I - ” - &rh-l ‘. rni-I r,,z-I(&-, )r,nTu(~f?,kl 
if /Ik+i + + A, <t < Ak + + A,,,. I <k<m. (2.X) 
It is important to note that {Z,(r), (t, 9) e [O,~X) x .&‘} is defined on a single 
probability space. 
The duality relationship is expressed by the following result of Dawson and Hochbcrg 
(1982); see Ethier and Kurtz ( 1987) for a proof. 
Lemma 2.1. For PUL’~ m 3 1, y E B( El”), t 3 0, md p E .Y( E ). 
E”. [(X:“,~g)] = E[(~.~,““,Z,(t))]. 
H#UJYC N,(I) = k {/‘Z,(t) E B(Ek). 
(2.9) 
With this background, we turn to the evaluation of (2.1). Fix n > 1, 0 < tI < ,< I,,, 
and .f’i.. ..f’,! ??B(E). Let {Zr’(t), (t,(j) t [O,x;)x.%} (m = 1,. . ,n) be independent 
copies of {Z‘,(t), (t,~) E [0,x!) x F}; they are defined on some probability space 
(.W,3*,P*) in terms of {(il?), Uj”‘)). k 3 2) (nz = 1,. . n), which are independent 
copies of {(Ab,Uk). k32). If 0 < tI < ... < t,,, define the X-valued process 
{Z(t). 0 <t < t,,} recursively as follows: 
z(t) = z;;,‘(t) = r,(t)J’,, o</ < t,, - t,,_i. (2.10) 
and. if Z(t) has been defined for 0 <t < t,, - t,, _,,lr where 1 <wz < II - 1, then 
z(t) = Z(“‘+ 2 zctrt. r,,-,,,)-)x f,,-,, (t - (0) -- GM!)). I,, - t,,-,, <t < l,, -- t,,- ,ilPl, (2. 1 1 ) 
Here, if 61 E B(E”) and j’ E B(E), then y x ,f is the function in B(Ehi ’ ) given by 
(9 x .f’)(s~,. .,.xk+~) = y(x~,.. ,xk).f’(xk, I); also, to = 0. 
If some of the times t, are equal, we modify the above definitions in the obvious way. 
Specifically, if t,,_l; _ 1 < t,,-k = ~= til, where 1 <k < 17 - 1, then (2. IO) becomes 
Z(r) = Z:;,‘x...X ,,,_; (t)= r,+,(t)(,f’,, X “. X fil-i), O<r < t,, -1,,_,l I. (2.10’) 
and if l,, __,,, 4-i < t,l-,,,-k = ... = t,,_ ,,,, where 1 bm<r7 - 2 and I <k,<,z -MI ~ I. 
then (2.11) becomes 
z(f)=z;;;;,I) ,#,_,,)_)X/ ,,..,, x.--x/, ~,,,~, (1 - (61 ~ tf,pM)), 
4, - t,,-V, 6t < t,, - t,,-,,,P&I~ (2.11’) 
Lemma 2.2. For ruch n 3 1, 0 < tl d Gt,,, f’,. ,f’,, E B(E), ml ,tl E Y(E) 
EP~‘W,..f’,) (X,,,,.f‘,,)l = EP* [(~~\“r,,-‘,Z(t,,~))l. (2.12) 
~dzerr {Z(t), O<t < t,,} is ckfinrd in terr77s ((~7, tj . . . . . t,,. rrr7tl f’, . .._. f,, hj, (2.10) 
u7c.l (2.1 I), umi N(t) = k $Z(t) E B(E’). 
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Proof. Fix IZ, tl, . ..,tn, fl,..,,fn, and ~1 as in the statement of the lemma. We ex- 
tend {X, t30}, {Z?‘(t), (t,g) E [O,cm) x SF} (1 ~mdn), and {Z(t), O<t < tn} 
to the product space (Sz x 52*, 9 x .F*, P, x P*) in the obvious way, denoting the 
extended processes by {jf, t 30}, {g:‘(t), (t, g) E [0, cm) x T?} (1 dm in), and 
{f(t), 06 t < tn}. To keep the notation from getting completely out of hand, we give 
the details of the proof only in the case in which the times ti are distinct. The obvious 
changes will handle the more general case. 
First, 
z EPigxP*U&>f,) ... (~,,,_,,fn~,)(~t,,~,,i((tn - tn-I>-))I (2.13) 
by the Markov property, Lemma 2.1, and Eq. (2.10). Next, for m = 1,. . . , n - 1, 
mn - tn-ml)-> x fn-41 
=~P~‘xP*~~~~,,f~)~~~(~~,,_,,,_,,fn~m--l) 
= Epi~xp*[(~~,,f,) ... (&_,,,_,>fn--m--l) 
(pry”-:+ I )- 1 ,mn - L-m-l >->)I (2.14) 
by Fubini’s theorem, the Markov property, Lemma 2.1, and (2.11). Finally, since to = 0, 
E’i’X’*[(~~((“.--4r)-_) ,T((t, - to)-))] = EP*[(/_?(r,i-),Z(t,-)}], (2.15) 
and the proof is complete. 
The process {Z(t), 0 <t < tn} of Lemma 2.2 has a very simple probabilistic struc- 
ture, which is related to Kingman’s (1982) n-coalescent. Let us recall the latter process. 
For k = 1,. . . ,n, let rc(n, k) be the set of partitions p of { 1,. . ,n} into k nonempty 
subsets PI,. . . , Pk, labeled so that min /II < . < min Pk. The n-coalescent is a 
pure-jump Markov process in U~=,n(n, k) that jumps from (PI,. ..,ljk) to 
at rate 1, 1 <i < j < k. Jumps are called coal~s~encr.~. (It is often required that the 
initial state be ({I}, . , {H}), but we do not impose this requirement.) 
Fix n> 1 and suppose for the moment that 0 = to < tl < < t,,. Consider the 
following variant {i(t). O< t < tn} of the n-coalescent. Its state space is 
(2.17) 
For an = I.. . n, {i(t), tn - t ,! m+l <t < tn - tri-m} coincides with the restriction of ~ 
an m-coalescent (with a suitable initial state) to the time interval [0, t,,_,,,_, - t,, ,,, )_ 
i(O) = ({l}) and, if ldmdn ~ 1 and c((& - t,,~+,)-) = (Bi,...,Pl) E ~(m,/). then 
[(t,, - t,,_,) = (fit ,..., 81, {m + l}) t n(m + l,/ + 1). Loosely speaking. we begin 
with a single individual at time 0, and a new “immigrant” arrives at each of the times 
t,, ~~ t,,_l < .. < t,, - tl; between these fixed times, the process behaves like an 
ordinary coalescent. When we allow some of the times t, to be equal, there is a similar 
process except that several immigrants can arrive at the same time. More precisely. 
if t,,_h-l < t,,_k = ... = t,, where I <k<n - I, then l(O) = ({l} ,.__, (k + I}). If 
t,,_/,,_i,_, < t,,_,l_k = .” = t,,_,,,, where 1 <rn<n - 2 and 1 <k<n -m ~ I, and if 
i((l’,l-&l_nl)-) = (fii,..., [j,) E n(m,1), then i(t,,-t,l_,,l) = (PI ,.... /,‘,,{nz+l} . . . . . {v-i 
k+-l})~n(m+k+1,I+k+1). 
There is a natural correspondence between the sample paths of the process {<(r ). 
O< t < I,,} just defined and those of the process {Z(t), 0 <t < t,7} of Lemma 2.2. 
The sample paths of {Z(t), 0 <t < t,!} are completely determined by the values ot 
the random variables (A’.!” L , Us”‘) (ka2, nz = 1 , ,n) defined just above (2. IO), 
and the same random variables can be used to construct {c(t), 0 <r < t,?}. Indeed, 
{AI;,,,‘, k 32) represents a sequence of inter-coalescence times, and {c/:““, k 32) de- 
scribes the corresponding sequence of coalescences. 
An example may help to clarify this. 
Example 2.3. Let n = 4 and fix 0 < 11 < t2 < t; < t4, ,f‘, ,...,, f’4 E B(E), and 
/l E Y(E). Let I’ be the event that A?’ > t3 ~ t2 and 
0 < nf’ cc tz ~ t1 < np + n;3). Ui3) = (2.3) (2.18) 
0 < /I?) < /ly+kj$ < t1, (Jt4’ 3 = (1,3). (2.19) 
Fig. 1 shows a typical sample path of {l(t), 06 t < t4} on r’, and it is clear from the 
definitions that 
EP‘ [(/1’v(‘4’) ,Z(t,-)); 
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Fig. 1. 
where {T(t)} = {T,(t)}. Noting the labeling of the vertices of the graph in Fig. 1, we 
can rewrite the above quantity in terms of the transition function P,(x,dy) as 
X 
s 
f’s, (YO, dyt ) 
J’ 
K-S,(yi>dY2) 
s 
p,,-,,(yi>dy3) 
$4 -s2)f4(y2)&3 -s,)fJ(y3&2 -S3)f2(y3)T(tl -S2)flb2). (2.21) 
We would like to generalize (2.20) and (2.21) and thereby express the moments (2.1) 
in a way that is particularly useful for comparing FV moments with DW moments. 
First, we need some additional terminology. Fix n 3 1 and 0 < tl 6 . < t,, . Note that 
the sample paths of {c(t), 0 d t < tn} have two kinds of jumps, namely, immigrations 
and coalescences. Let us say that two sample paths are equivalent if they have the same 
jumps in the same order but perhaps at different times. We refer to an equivalence class 
as a coalescent diagram, and we denote by g,, the set of all such coalescent diagrams. 
If 121 and m i,...,ml>l satisfy ml + ... + ml = n and tl = ... = t,,,, < &,,+I 
.=t m,+mz < ... < t,,,+...+,,,,_,+I = ... = tn, then its cardinality is 
,~n, = 2 ktigx kztf3 . k/-E/ h k,-i;mr (;), 
k,=l kz=l ki=l k/=1 j=l i=k,+l 
(2.22) 
where ko = 0 and empty products are 1. For example, if 0 < tl < . < t,,, then 
IGSnl = 1,2,9,79 for II = 1,2,3,4; if 0 < tl = ... = t,,, then 15Snl = 1,2,7,43 for 
n = 1,2,3,4. Fig. 1 can be thought of as an example of a coalescent diagram. 
A coalescent diagram will have n e.Ct vertices, at times tr 6 . Gt, (in the diffusion 
time scale), corresponding to the initial individual and the n - I immigrants. It will 
have k (1 <k <n) entrance vertices at time 0, and it will have n - k internul vertices, 
corresponding to coalescences. We denote the entrance and internal vertices by (.F,, J;) 
(i == O,l...., n ~ l), where so = ... = sk-1 = 0 and 0 < sk < < .s+ 1. See 
Fig. I, which has one entrance vertex labeled (O,.vo), three internal vertices labeled 
(.SI, ?‘I 1. (Q> y2 1. (s3, ?‘3 >, and four exit vertices labeled (tl ,ZI ). , (TV, ~4). 
For each exit vertex (t;,z,) (i = 1.. ,n), let (J.~~~~~,~~~~(,~) denote the starting vertex 
of the branch that ends at (t;,z,), and for each internal vertex (s,, ~1~ ) (i = k, .17 -- I ). 
let (.s,~~~,~~~,~) denote the starting vertex of the branch that ends at (.s,,.r, ). 
The following moment formula for FV processes is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 
and the above discussion; cf. Example 2.3. 
Theorem 2.4. For 1731, 0 < tl < ... dt,,. j’l,...., fn E B(E). trnd p E Y(E). 
E’~‘W’,..f,) . ..(X.,,f‘n)l = c 10, (2.23 ) 
nt9,, 
ri,hwr 
=‘ir’ 
,Xx . 
/d.s,ii L 
i=o 
,Lc(dyi) exp{ ~- [ (NF)J dii} 
~.s.-~~,;,(?:,,,,,d~;)ii T(c - .s/i(i)),fdy/,,r)L 
,=I 
(2.24) 
k beimg the nurnbrr of’ entrunrr vertices oj’ II: euch ds,-intqru/ rmyes owr the 
uppropriute inttwul (0, tl) or (t,, tl). where t, < ti urc consecutive iwmiqrtrtiotl 
tinws thut uw distinct, and, in uddition, .sk < < .s,,_l I’ jtirthrrnwr. N(u) : 
N LI.~,. .,,,,.s;...,,,_,( ) : h u IS t r number of’ brunches in D ut titw u in the c.oulr.scrt~t tiww 
scale, ~~~htJn the e.yit and internal wrtiws ure Iuhrletl in twms oj’ tl , . I,, unrl .ch. . 
S,,_~, 
3. Moment formula for DW processes, and proof of Theorem 1.1 
We now describe Dynkin’s (1988) moment formula for DW processes. Let %,, be 
the set of directed binary graphs with n exit vertices marked I, 2,. . YI (sometimes 
referred to as n-yruphs). Such a graph G is comprised of a set A of arrows and a set 
V of vertices. Each arrow begins at one vertex and ends at another. For each vertex 
U, let a,(a) denote the number of arrows that end at c, and U_(P) the number of 
arrows that begin at a. Thus, for each z’ E V, there are exactly three possibilities: (i) 
Q,(U) = 0, a-(v) = 1, (ii) u+(v) = 1. LZ_(P) = 0, or (iii) ~~(21) = 1, U_(C) = 2. In 
case (i) we call L‘ an entruncr vertex, in case (ii) we call it an rsit vertex, and in case 
(iii) we call it an internal vertex. 
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Permuting the labels of the exit vertices within a connected component yields a 
different n-graph, but the components themselves are unordered. For example, if we 
are given a 4-graph with two connected components having exits labeled 1,2 and 
3,4, then any permutation of (1,2) and/or (3,4) gives a different 4-graph; however, 
switching (1,2) and (3,4) does not. So to every unlabeled directed binary graph with 
y1 exit vertices there corresponds no more than n! (labeled) n-graphs. It is diffi- 
cult to find a formula for lgn 1 analogous to (2.22), but lgE / = I, 3,19, I93 for 
n = 1,2,3,4. 
For the purpose of stating Dynkin’s theorem, we label the vertices of an n-graph G 
by two variables, one temporal and one spatial, in the same way we did for coalescent 
diagrams. Specifically, the IZ exit vertices are labeled by (ti, z1 ), , (tn,zn) instead of 
by 1,. . , n. If there are k (1 <k <n) entrance vertices, there will be n - k internal 
vertices. We denote the entrance and internal vertices by (si, yr ) (i = 0, 1, . , n - 1 ), 
where SO = . . . = Sk-1 = 0. (Here we do not assume Sk < . < s,_ 1, as we did in 
Theorem 2.4.) 
For each exit vertex (ti,zi) (i = 1,. ,n), let (s~(~),YB(~)) denote the starting 
vertex of the arrow that ends at (ti,zi), and for each internal vertex (si,_vi) (i = k, 
. ,n - 1), let (s~(~J, y%(i)) denote the starting vertex of the arrow that ends at 
(S*, Vi). 
We are now ready to state Dynkin’s result for DW processes. Recall the notation 
{Y,, t 3 0} and {Q, : p E k?‘,(E)} introduced in Section 1. 
Theorem 3.1. For n3 1, 0 < tl G ... dt,, fl,. . .,,fn E B(E), and p E A’@), 
EQiT(K,,f,) I.. (Yt,,,fn)l = c JG, (3.1) 
GE9,, 
where 
JG =JG(P) = Jc(C1,tl,...,tn,fl,...,fn) 
=‘z/d$/p(dy,) 
i=k ;AJ E 
n 
X Px,-s,s,(ycx(i),dyi) r]: T(ti - S~(i))fi(Y~(i)), 
i=l 
(3.2) 
k being the number of entrance vertices of G; the dsi-integrals are restricted only by 
the inequalities qr) < si for i = k,...,n - 1 and sp(r) < ti for i = I,...,n. 
For example, if G is made up of several connected components, the ordering of the 
times si on one component is not affected by the times s, on another. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Define an equivalence relation between coalescent diagrams 
as follows. Two such diagrams are equivalent if they are graph-theoretically equiv- 
alent, that is, if they have the same tree structure (taking labeling of exit vertices 
into account), but Sk,. . . , s,_l E (0, t,,) are unrestricted. The corresponding equivalence 
classes are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all genealogical n-trees. Such 
a tree can be represented in an obvious way by a (partially) nested collection of un- 
ordered pairs. For example, the coalescent diagram in Fig. 1 is one of three equivalent 
coalescent diagrams corresponding to the genealogical 4-tree given by { { 1.4}, {2,3}}; 
the other diagrams have 2 and 3 coalescing before 1 and 4 but after 1 arrives, or I 
and 4 coalescing before 2 and 3. 
The collection of n-graphs can be partitioned in the same way, and equivalent II- 
graphs give the same integral JG. If there are m coalescences (O<m <II - I ) in such 
an equivalence class (corresponding to a given genealogical n-tree), then there are 2”’ 
elements in the equivalence class. So, in general, there will be at most 2”-’ equivalent 
n-graphs corresponding to a given genealogical n-tree. 
To prove (a), note that since the exponential in (2.24) is bounded above by 1. 
we have I,, <II,, where i, is obtained from Ill by removing this exponential tat- 
tor. Now write D N G when a coalescent diagram D E CT’,! is equivalent to G t 
Y,, (i.e., when they correspond to the same genealogical If-tree). Then, using (2.24) 
and (3.2). 1 nn_-G‘ ?D = Jc;, and (1.3) follows by summing over genealogical II- 
trees. 
To prove (b), use the fact that N(u)<n for all u and N(u) = 1 if f,,_l < II <t,, to 
obtain exp{ - ,[i’ (‘PI) du} a~(:‘)~,, -I. So, given G t %?,, and /l E Nf(E), 
=c ~(E)ke(l)r,l~‘I~~(~), (3.3) 
1):D-(; 
where we recall that k is the number of entrance vertices in G. The first product of 
dsi-integrals, after the first equality, are over the regions determined by G, whereas the 
second product of ds,-integrals, after the inequality, are over the regions determined 
by the choice of D. It now follows, by summing over G t CC?,,, that (1.4) holds. This 
completes the proof. 
4. Applications 
In recent years, superprocess local time has been investigated by a number of authors. 
See, for example, Iscoe (1986) Dynkin (1988), Sugitani (1989), Adler and Lewin 
(1992) and Krone ( 1993). In all of these works the superprocesses under consideration 
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have been Dawson-Watanabe processes. It is known, for example, that local time exists 
in dimensions d d 3 for certain superdiffusions, including super-Brownian motion (i.e., 
the DW process with E = Rd and A = ;&I). In the super-stable case (when the 
underlying motion is a symmetric stable process in Rd with index CI E (0,2]), local time 
exists if d < 2~. Other properties, such as joint continuity, Holder continuity, Tanaka- 
type representations, and implications about sample path behavior of the superdiffusions 
can be found in the above references. 
Our goal here is to establish existence and continuity properties of local time for the 
Fleming-Viot process with mutation process given by a diffusion in Rd with smooth 
uniformly elliptic coefficients and d d 3. 
As in Section 1, we let X be the canonical coordinate process on Q = C,~(E)[O, 00) 
and let 9 = rr{Xt : t >O}. The corresponding weighted occupation-time process is 
given by 
s f X, ds. n (4.1) 
Let P be a probability measure on (a, 9). The local time of X on (sL,9, P), if it 
exists, is a process {L;, (t,x) E [0, CC) x Rd} with the property that, P-almost surely, 
x H Lf is the density of (4.1) with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd, i.e., 
/+(&, f) ds = ~,,.~(Y)L: dy P-a.s., f E &I@), 
0 
(4.2) 
for each t 30. Informally, letting f be the Dirac delta “function” 6(. - x), we have 
k: = $(Xs, 6(. - x)) ds. Thus, Lf can be thought of as the amount of mass that X 
puts on x during [0, t]. By standard results, one can choose a version of {Lf, (t,x) E 
[O,CXJ) x Rd} such that LG = 0 for all x E Rd, t H Lf is nondecreasing and right 
continuous on [0, co) for each x E Rd, and x w L: is Bore1 measurable on Rd for each 
t 3 0. Existence of a local time means that the support of the measure-valued process 
“hits points” (cf. Krone, 1993). 
We now consider local time for the A-FV process when A is the generator of a diffu- 
sion in Rd with smooth uniformly elliptic coefficients. Local time for the corresponding 
A-DW process has been studied in some of the references given at the beginning of 
this section. 
We define the mutation operator A by 
A = i 2 aij(x) 
i,j=l 
(4.3) 
acting on C2(Rd) (the space of bounded continuous functions on Rd with bounded 
continuous partial derivatives of orders 1 and 2), where the coefficients satisfy the 
following assumptions: 
(a) the functions aij, bi, aaijlaxj, d2aij/ax$x,, and dbi/dxi are bounded and Holder 
continuous on Rd (i, j = 1, . . . . d), 
(b) there is a positive constant K such that c:‘,__, u,,(x)i,,i, 3 K I:, , 2’ for ali ml 
i.1. . . . . 2~’ and all x E Rd. 
Let P((x, J,) denote the transition density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) for 
the diffusion with generator A (see Dynkin, 1965, Appendix). We will consider initial 
states for X in the set 
(4.4) 
It can be shown that Yps(R”) contains all I-( E .9(Rd) with bounded densities with 
respect to Lebesgue measure. (See Krone (1993 ). ) 
Given the existence of a jointly continuous local time for X on (Q,-P,Pii), some 
basic results follow as in Krone (1993). For example, let S(Y) be the closed sup- 
port of the measure v E .9(E) and define the x-l~rl .set of X, for s 6’ Rd. 
by 
A4, = {t E [O,rx:) : x c! S(Y)}. (4.6) 
Then, P,,-a.s., for a.e. x E Rd, t t--t L; increases only on M,Y. Also, for fixed s E R“, 
we have P,,-a.s. that L: > 0 implies M,V ? [0, t] is uncountable. For T > 0, define the 
closrtl ~nzglr of X over [O. T] to be 
(4.7 1 
Then, P,,-a.s., L$ = 0 for all s E ??( ry. 
We also prove the following result, which makes rigorous the informal statement 
that L; = ,$(/Y,, 6(. - x)) ds. 
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of’ Theowrn 4.1. 
LF = lim 
I 
“(&. p,(.,n)) ds. 
‘-(I+ () 
(4.8) 
,\‘ith the limit holding P,-a.s. und in L/‘(P,,) ,fbr twl7 t3Q. x E R”. md 1 d p < x. 
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By results of Konno and Shiga (1988), when d = 1 we know that X on (Sz, B, Pll) 
has a jointly continuous density &t,x), i.e., 
P,-a.s., t>O, f E B(R). (4.9) 
In this case, the local time is given directly by 
L; = 
s 
0’ <(s,x) ds. (4.10) 
The proofs are given in the next section. 
5. Remaining proofs 
Here we prove the results stated in Section 4. We will give the proofs only for the 
case in which A = i Ad. Using the estimates from Section 3 of Krone (1993) the same 
proofs can be made to work when A has the form (4.3). We will frequently use the 
following bounds for the d-dimensional Brownian transition density. We use the letter 
c to denote a generic constant (depending on d) whose value may change from line 
to line. If c depends on quantities other than d, that dependence will be indicated by 
means of a subscript. 
Lemma 5.1. For all t, h > 0 and x, y,z E Rd, 
(a) IP~+&-, Y> - pk y)l <cht-(d+2)i2, 
@I IP~+&, VI - P&C v>l dct- 
d/2 
> 
(cl IlPt(~,Y)1(2 6Ct-d’4, where /I /(2 denotes the L2 norm w.r. t. Lebesgue measure, 
(d) IP~Y) - p&z)) 6~1~ - zl”t~r’2b2r(x,y) + pdx,z)I, w’we 1 E (0, 11 is 
arbitrary. 
Proof. Both (a) and (b) follow from the inequality I(d/dt)p,(x, y)l <ct-(df2)/2, which 
can be found in the Appendix to Dynkin (1965) or is easily verified directly. In (a), 
use the mean value theorem, and in (b), write the increment as an integral. Part (c) 
follows directly from the fact that, for any b > 0, JR<, exp(-blx12)dx = (x/b)d’2. Part 
(d) can be found in (3.44) of Sugitani (1989). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix ,LL E ~‘B(R~). Define, for E > 0, t > 0, and a E Rd, the 
approximate local time 
Ly = J ‘(X,, p_,(., CZ)) ds. 0 
To prove the existence of local time on (QF-,P,) we will show that 
(5.1) 
E’JI[(L;,” - L;~‘)“] <c”,).,& - &‘I”? (5.2) 
for all E,E’ > 0, 0 < t<T, a E Rd, and n = 2,4,6 ,..., where d<3 and 0 < “/ < 
(2 - d/2) A 1 is arbitrary. This immediately yields the existence of 
with the limit holding in LP(P,,) for 1 <p < 30. To get a Holder-continuous version. 
we will show that 
EpJs[(L:‘.’ - L:.“)“]dc,,:,,,rla - b(“:‘. (5.4) 
Ep,8[(LTo - L;.o)“] <C,,.;.,L1,r\t ~ s]““, (5.5) 
forall.s.tt[O,T]withs<t,a,h~R”,andn=2,4.6 . . . . . whered<3andO<;‘< 
(2 ~~ d/2) A 1 is arbitrary. 
The multiparameter version of the Kolmogorovveentsov theorem (see Karatzas and 
Shreve, 1988, Problem 2.2.9) implies that there is a jointly continuous modification of 
Lr.“, which we denote by LF, and that this modification also obeys the required Holder 
condition. Moreover, since the limit (5.3) holds uniformly for (t,n) in compact subsets 
of [0,x) x Rd, we conclude that IL:‘,‘, and hence Ly, satisfies the occupation density 
property (4.2) (with P,, in place of P ). 
If we were interested only in the limit (5.3) holding in L2(PII), it would be enough 
to apply Theorem 1.1 to the proof of Proposition 3.2 in Sugitani (1989). In particular. 
the existence of local time for the A-FV process is easy. However, we are interested 
in obtaining convergence in LJ’(PJI) for all pa I, because this will also allow us to 
use Theorem 1.1 to give a quick proof of (5.5). The proofs we give of (5.2) and (5.4) 
would work just as well for the A-DW process because of Theorem I. I. The point 
is ,that hard work needs to be done for only one type of process. Unfortunately. the 
existing proofs for the DW case do not take this approach, so we must do some of 
the hard work here. 
We will need to bound moments of the form 
E’j’ [ ([(L.I.) dl-)‘I] 
for certain choices of ,f‘ E II and O<Y < u. Now 
= n! c /“di,,l”‘dt,r -‘.l’dtr ID(p,t, ,..., t,,.f’,...,_ f’), 
DE’/,, ‘. 
where (cf. Theorem 2.4) 
I,> =‘~idSi~~~;,~(d~,)n~J dy; exp{ - 1”’ (“r)) du} 
i=k i=O r=k K’ s 0 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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To obtain a bound on (5.6) it is enough to consider ID for each D E S,,. Since 
ID factors into a product when D has several connected components, it is sufficient 
to deal with each connected coalescent diagram with n replaced by the number of 
exit vertices. With this simplification in mind, we will be treating only coalescent 
diagrams with a single entrance vertex (0, Yo), and we denote the internal vertices by 
(si, Yi), . . . , (s,_l, ym-l ), where m is the number of exit vertices. 
To simplify the exposition of the proof, we first show how the computations are 
done in the case of Fig. 1. Once this is understood, the general case is easily handled. 
We begin by proving that 
EP,c [(Lp’; - LB’c)“]dC,,;‘,p,~~a - bl”’ (5.9) 
for all E > 0, 0 < t<T, a,b E Rd, and n = 2,4,6 ,..., where d<3 and 0 < ‘/ < 
(2 - d/2) A 1 is arbitrary. We do this by using (5.7) with f(x) = P,(x,a) - p,(x,b), 
Y = 0, and u = t. By Lemma 5.1(d), 
IWMY)I = lpr+E(Y,a) - py+du,b)l 
d c,la - bl’r-1’2[p2(r+E)(y,.) + pz(r+,,(y>b)l, (5.10) 
where CI E (0, 1] is arbitrary. 
Consider the case in which D is as in Fig. 1. By (2.21) we have 
~Ps,(Yo,L’I)Psz-s,(Yl,Y2)P.~~-,,(Yl,Y3) 
x(t4 - S2)-@(t3 - s3)-“‘2(t* - s3)-“/2(t, _ s2)-42 
x [~2(4rsz+e)(~2, a) + ~2(t4rsz+&2, b)l 
X[P2(t,--sl+~)(Y3,a) + mv-si+dmb)l 
X[P2(tzrsj+~)(Y3,a) + m(t2-.sj+dmb)l 
x b2(t, +z+~)(~2> a) + ~2(t, -s2+&2> b)l. (5.11) 
Now integrate out yo, using the fact that P E pps(Rd). Only two factors involving 
yi will remain. Use Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 5.1(c) to get 
J’ 
dYi PSZ-s,(Y1>Y2) Ps>-s,(Y1>Y3) < lips:-s,(.>Y2))12 IIPsz-.~,(‘>Y3)/)2 
E’ 
< c (s* - S] )-d’4(s3 - si ))d!? (5.12) 
In doing this, we have removed one of the factors involving y2 (which corresponds 
to the next highest internal vertex). Applying Cauchy-Schwarz, Minkowski, and 
Lemma 5.1(c) again, the remaining factors involving ~2 integrate as follows: 
(5.13) 
Repeat this procedure, integrating out ~‘3 as well. We are left with 
~dil[di,~‘d~;~‘dt, II,,1 
<Cl.& - h(J” ~dii~dii~~dt2~~dt,/1d.s;~~d*~]~-~d.s, 
X(&S? - S, )-d:‘l (Sj - sr)-C’4(tJ ~- sz>- <I -I-r? 
X(ti _ ,s3)-d:4--“:2(t2 _ S3)-d 4mxyt, _ ,y2)mc/ 4-y 2, (5.14) 
Rearranging the time integrals so that one starts at the top of the diagram and works 
down, it is easy to see that the remaining multiple integral is bounded by a function 
of t that is bounded on [0, T] when d ~3 and tl < (2 - ci,/2) A I. Thus, 
~d,~‘,,;~‘d,;i”dt, llD1~(12.,1.T,a~-h,‘“. (5.15) 
We now consider the more general case in which D E qr, is connected. The result is 
trivial when m = I, so we assume m 3 2. As before, we begin by bounding the n( dye )- 
integral. Now, as far as the spatial variables are concerned, the factor corresponding to 
the lowest branch is gone. If (~1, yl ) is the lowest internal vertex, then there are only 
two factors remaining that contain ~‘1; these correspond to the two branches going up 
from (~1, ~‘1). There are three possibilities for this product of two factors. depending 
on how many of the branches end at exit vertices. 
Round the dyr-integral of this product, with the help of Lemma 5.1, as follows. 
First, 
./R,! 
second. 
.i 
d.vl p.s:-.,,(YI>Y~) lT(h - SI ).f 
R” 
‘(YI )I 
<(.,lcz - bl”(t, - s,)-‘,.~ J dJ,, R” 
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third. 
s dyl IT(ti - SI ).~(YI >II T(fj - SI )f(Yl >I R” 
X s dyl b2(t,--s,+E)b~>a) + P~(~,-~,+E)(YI,~)I R” 
x [P2(f,--s,+E)(YI, a) + P2(r,-s,+c)(Yl>b)l 
< Cg IL2 - b12”(ti - Sl )- d:4&r,‘2~~ _ sl )-d/4--a/2. (5.18) 
In each of the three cases, we get a bound with a factor la - bl” for each exit vertex, 
along with other factors involving only time variables. Now proceed up the diagram 
to the next internal vertex, say at (ss,y2). There are only two factors remaining that 
involve ~2. Bound the dyz-integral as above, and so on. 
Since there are m exit vertices, after all the spatial variables have been integrated 
out, we will have a bound of the form 
cz,IL,Dla - blma x remaining time integrals. (5.19) 
Each of the temporal factors is positive over the region of integration with exponent 
larger than -1. As in the example above, start at the top of the diagram and work 
down, integrating out the time variables one at a time. Each such integral can be 
bounded by cxT, and hence the next integrand contains only one factor involving the 
variable of integration. Conclude that, if d < 3 and a < (2 - d/2) A 1, 
(5.20) 
generalizing (5.15). In view of (5.7) this implies (5.9). 
We now prove (5.2). With D as in Figure 1, we apply (5.7) with f(x) = pJx,a) - 
pEt(.x, a), r = 0, and u = t. Use (a) and (b) from Lemma 5.1 to get, for arbitrary 
6 6 (0, l), 
IT(r)f(v>l = Ipr+&,a) - pr+Ef(y,a)l”lpr+,(y,a) - ~~+~4~~a)ll-~ 
< c jE _ E’l+U--6, (5.21) 
We apply this to the factors T(t4--~z)f(y2) and T(tj-s3)f(y3). In general, when an in- 
ternal vertex branches into two exit vertices, we apply (5.21) to the factor corresponding 
to the higher exit vertex. Bound IT(t2 -ss)f(y3)I by [P+~~+&, a)+~~,-~~+&s,a)l, 
and give a similar bound for I T(tl - s2)f(y2)1. N ow integrate out ya as before. Then 
proceed up the diagram, integrating out yl, ~2, and y3 as follows. If the diagram splits 
into two nonexiting branches at (si,yi), bound the integral using Cauchy-Schwarz, as 
before. If the diagram splits into two exiting branches at (si, yi), there will be only one 
factor involving yi; it is of the form [pr,_-S,+E(yi,a) + Pt,-s,+~f(yi,a)]. The integral in 
this case equals 2. Thus, we have 
and it follows easily that, if d < 3 
/ 
dt III,1 <c,~,/,,~(E ~ &‘j*“. 
(5.22 
and 0 < 6 < (Z-d/2)A 1, 
(5.23 
The general case can be handled as above. The only significant difference is that it is 
possible for the diagram to split into one exiting branch and one nonexiting branch at 
(s,, y,). In this case, use the bound (5.21) and notice that the remaining factor involving 
_v, integrates to 1. 
Notice that (5.4) follows from (5.9) and (5.3). 
Xt remains to prove (5.5). Let 1; be the local time for the A-DW process on 
(E,, !q, Q,,). It is shown in Krone (1993) that 
i’ 
‘(Y,, p,(.,x)) ds + F; in LV&), (5.24) 
0 
for all p > 1, and that 
EBJz[ll; ~ /;I”] <~,~,;s,~,,~It - ~1”; (5.25) 
forall.s,t~[O,T],.~~RRd,andn=2,4.6,...,whered~3andO<~~~(2-d~’2)~l 
is arbitrary. Therefore, for all s, t E [O. T] with s < t, a E Rd, and n, d, and ;’ as in 
(5.25 )> 
where the first inequality uses (1.3). Note that we were able to apply Theorem I I 
directly (without actually evaluating the integrals) because ,f’ = ~,(,,a) 20, unlike the 
,f”s used previously. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The Lf’ convergence was established in the proof of Theorem 
4.1 (see (5.3)). As for the a.s. convergence, note that (5.2) holds for all E,E’ >O, so 
we can apply the Kolmogorov-i’entsov theorem (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, Theorem 
2.2.8) to get the desired result. 
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